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Abstract:
Camera captured document image analysis is concerned with processing of documents, which were captured with hand-held sensors, smart phones, or other devices, using advanced image processing, computer vision, pattern recognition, and machine learning techniques. As there is no constrained capturing in the real world, the captured documents suffer from illumination variation, viewpoint variation, highly variable scale/resolution, background clutter, occlusion, and non-rigid deformations e.g., fold and crumple. Document registration deals with a problem where the image of a template document whose layout is known is registered with a test document image. A novel methodology will be introduced in this talk for the registration of user defined Regions Of Interest (ROI) using corresponding local features from their neighborhood. The methodology enhances prior approaches in point pattern based registration, like RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) and Thin Plate Spline-Robust PointMatching (TPS-RPM), to enable registration of cell phone and camera captured documents under non-rigid transformations. Three novel aspects are adopted to embed into the methodology: (i) histogram based uniformly transformed correspondence estimation, (ii) clustering of points located near the ROI to select only close by regions for matching, and (iii) validation of the registration in RANSAC and TPS-RPM algorithms. Furthermore, two matching methods are developed for categorization: matching all features extracted from the query document as a single set and a segment-wise matching of query document features using segmentation achieved by grouping area under intersecting dense local affine covariant regions.
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